FOR STRUGGLING READERS & WRITERS GRADES K–2

Developed by Irene Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell

Leveled Literacy Intervention K–2

LOCATION:
1100 Kinnear Road ● Columbus, OH 43212

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:
Diann Guy @ 800.678.6486 ● guy.81@osu.edu or visit lc.osu.edu

Note: Registrations cancelled two weeks prior to an event are subject to a full refund. Registrations cancelled between 48 hours and 2 weeks of an event will be subject to a cancellation fee of 25% of the registration fees. No refund will be given for registrations cancelled within 48 hours of an event or for no-shows.

*****All fees subject to change*****

Leveled Literacy Intervention K–2 REGISTRATION
Register online at lc.osu.edu

Great for summer school intervention. Helps meet RtI requirements!

This program is designed to be used by classroom teachers, intervention specialists, special educators, Title I teachers, and paraprofessionals.

A Professional Development Program Designed for Teachers of Grades K–2 Whose Students are Struggling with Reading & Writing
IRENE FOUNTAS and GAY SU PINNELL have developed an intervention model and materials for grades K–2 that can be implemented in any school. A teacher works with three students for a period of time with the goal of bringing them to grade level. It is designed to supplement a good classroom literacy program and Reading Recovery® as part of a comprehensive literacy approach.

**DAILY INSTRUCTION IN LEVELED LITERACY INTERVENTION K–2**
- Provides a daily 30-minute lesson for a small group of children
- Combines reading, writing, and specific work on sounds, letters, & words
- Gives explicit attention to the features of nonfiction & fiction texts
- Provides explicit teaching of effective strategies for writing and uses writing to extend understanding of texts and of words
- Emphasizes teaching for comprehending strategies
- Provides explicit teaching of effective and efficient strategies for expanding vocabulary

IN 5 DAYS OF PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT, educators learn how to implement structured lessons that include phonics/word study and the reading of leveled texts.

**LEVELED LITERACY INTERVENTION K–2 FEATURES**
- Fast-paced lessons that include explicit instruction in phonemics/phonics, vocabulary, fluency, and comprehension
- Daily lesson guides with prescribed sequences of texts
- Instructional interactions between teachers and students with a 3:1 student-teacher ratio
- Emphasis on comprehension of fiction and nonfiction texts with time engaged in reading continuous texts
- Continuum of student understandings to guide the series of lessons

**LLI K–2 TRAINING & MATERIALS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Training Dates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Columbus, OH</td>
<td>Sept. 4-6, 2019 &amp; Oct. 23-24, 2019</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Registration Fee:
$2,500 per registrant

*****All fees subject to change*****

**Materials:** When Readers Struggle: Teaching that Works; The Fountas & Pinnell Literacy Continuum, Expanded Edition; and Prompting Guides 1 & 2 by Fountas & Pinnell. Heinemann LLI Orange, Green, & Blue Systems (heinemann.com) will be used throughout training, and participants must have access to a System.

Enrollment is limited. Participants must commit to all days of training.